Silverymoon City Map

Add a beautiful map to your next adventure.
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Silverymoon City Map

Add a beautiful map to your next adventure. This map of Silverymoon city contains an overview of the city and has been expanded on the southwest border. It also contains additional detail outside the city walls and into the surrounding tree line.
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Written by Jonathan Dilworth
Cover art by Companion Mouse at Dilworth Creative IIC
Artwork, layout, and design by remedyimedia at Dilworth Creative IIC
Companion Mouse is an art studio at Dilworth Creative providing 5e Dungeons & Dragons resources for players, dungeon masters, and DM's Guild content creators.

By day I am a commercial artist, mostly for non- profits in New York these days. I played 1E and 2E in my youth and returned as a DM with the introduction of 5E.

With more and more of my nights being dedicated to working on my own traditional tabletop games, I decided to establish Companion Mouse to share some of that work with others who might also enjoy it.

If you are reading this, you have purchased one of my products on the DM's Guild. I hope it will enrich your own games in some way. Thank you for your support. This is a great community and your support encourages me to contribute more to it.

~Jonathan Dilworth

Thank You!